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It’s anything but business as usual.
No matter the size of your business, managing today’s
tax function is no simple matter, especially when tax
executive and tax department expectations, roles and
responsibilities are changing rapidly.

It’s a new world
While tax executives remain responsible for tax compliance, planning,
reporting, and risk management, the increasingly global nature of business
is changing the structure of companies and their operating models, creating
new tax-related complexities, demands, and potential opportunities.

Tax risks are growing
Governments throughout the world are refining tax laws and increasing
enforcement efforts. This trend is likely to continue, creating new tax risks
and compliance requirements regardless of size, growth rate, or geographic
footprint.

Meanwhile, commercial tax applications have come of age
Tax functionality in enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems has recently
joined the ranks of mature enterprise applications, making it possible to
integrate data across finance, operations, and tax. Businesses that succeed
in deploying ERP tax technology now and building capability to use it may
gain significant competitive advantage over late adopters.

And the CFO expects tax executives to do more with less
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CFOs are holding tax executives and tax departments to new standards
of performance, efficiency, cost-containment, and value delivered to
the organization. Meeting the CFO’s emerging expectations requires
a transformation in what the tax function does and how it does it. It
means enhancing processes for efficiency improving analytics capabilities
to uncover insights and aid decision making, and building stronger
partnerships across the organization. It requires deep knowledge of non-tax
business functions, and skill in articulating tax planning concepts to a nontax audience.

The desired outcome of transformation is a high-performing
tax department. A high-performing tax department spends less
time, personnel, and resources on tax compliance, planning,
reporting, and risk management, thereby creating more time
to deliver more value to the broader organization as a strategic
partner. Becoming a high-performing tax department is essential to
sustainable tax department transformation.
Are you ready to go beyond incremental change and get ahead of
the trends shaping tax today?
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Deloitte leads clients through
transformational change
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As a leading tax advisory firm, Deloitte can work with you
to navigate the changes transforming your world – changes
you see today and changes in store for tomorrow. We start
by helping you analyze your organization’s strengths and define a
future state that’s right for your company, and then we help you
plan and implement transformational change leading to highperformance of the tax department in four categories:

As used in this document, “Deloitte” means Deloitte Tax LLP, a subsidiary of Deloitte LLP. Please see www.deloitte.com/us/about for a detailed
description of the legal structure of Deloitte LLP and its subsidiaries. Certain services may not be available to attest clients under the rules and
regulations of public accounting.
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Tax data management
Tap into the vast quantities
of enterprise data now
available; manage it for
accuracy, consistency, and
timeliness; and make it
available for tax compliance
purposes and use by tax
specialists. Use data to
analyze and mitigate tax
risks, evaluate possible tax
planning opportunities, and
model potential tax impacts
of key business decisions.
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Process improvement
Refine tax department
processes to utilize enabling
technologies. Gain improved
operational and cost
efficiency and faster time
to results, through more
effective resource utilization.

Automation and tax
business intelligence
Use the broad functionality
of tax and financial systems
to automate tax processes
and tax data management.
Generate data-driven
business insights and
targeted tax risk mitigation
plans.

Organization and skills
enhancement
Enhance tax organizational
structures to align with an
evolving business model.
Attract, develop, and retain
people with the knowledge
and skills to thrive in a
rapidly changing business
environment.

For high-performing tax
departments, it’s imperative that
tax teams talk with technology
teams, without translation.

A high-performing tax department
relies on people who use data and
technology.
It’s imperative that tax teams talk with technology teams, without
translation. Deloitte tax technologists are well-positioned to help
because they span the two worlds, tax-technical and tax-technology,
and bring to bear years of project implementation experience
We bring a disciplined approach to managing both large and small
engagements that includes project management and performance
measurements that provide leadership visibility throughout. Our
specialists offer a wealth of knowledge about the intricate web of
tax technical, tax technology, and business information systems
issues that tax executives manage today. We speak the language.
No translation required.

2Polling results, “Tax and Finance Convergence: The Trend and Its Impact,” Deloitte Dbriefs, March 20, 2014.
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Whether the issue is discrete tax compliance or something
broader such as faster closing cycles or resource management,
the issue you face today can be the launching point for tax
transformation. With Deloitte’s innovative suite of services,
we can quickly diagnose your challenges, assist in executing
performance improvement plans, analyze current operations, and
predict likely future outcomes (Figure 1).

Figure 1. An innovative suite of services for high-performing tax departments

Highperforming
tax function

Current
state
Diagnose and envision

Execute

• Envision future state
• Implement enabling tools
• Evaluate tax tools and technologies
and technologies
• Align tax and business objectives
• Enhance and streamline tax processes
• Identify areas of underperformance
• Analyze organization model effectiveness

Analyze and predict
• Uncover anomolies in data
• Analyze trends
• Conduct scenario planning
• Leverage data for better decision making
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Tax Department Transformation
Diagnose and envision
How well does your tax function address stakeholder expectations and stack
up against industry peers? Deloitte’s Tax Department Transformation specialists
help you analyze root causes of your tax department’s challenges, explore potential
improvement opportunities, and produce actionable plans to move to the next level.
Our analysis focuses on:
• Understanding what a more efficient, value-added tax function means for your
business and developing practical improvement plans.
• Providing a strategy that effectively blends personnel and resources to manage risk,
reduce costs, and increase the overall strategic value of the tax function.
• Increasing adoption of new technology and decreasing resistance to change using
leading practices in employee engagement and articulating the value of change.
By looking at the performance and objectives of your tax department in this way, we
work with you to transform your tax function into an efficient, value-added partner to
the broader enterprise.
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Focusing on you,
the tax executive
Much of what helped you get to
where you are today may not lead
to success tomorrow. You now need
to be well versed and able to lead
initiatives in process improvement
and project management, technology
implementation, tax data analytics,
offshoring, outsourcing, vendor
management, and automation to
promote efficiency and sustainability.

The Tax Executive Transition LabTM is
a one-day experience designed to help
newly promoted executives seamlessly
transition and thrive in new roles. The
session focuses on three important
resources managed by a tax executive:
time, talent, and relationships. The
result is a 180-day action plan which
focuses on the top priorities critical to
success.

Deloitte’s Suite of Tax Labs was
developed specifically for tax
executives and their teams to address
today’s potential opportunities and
challenges. What previously took
place during weeks of planning and
meetings is accelerated in a fastpaced, interactive experience.

The Tax Transformation Lab, a one
to two-day experience, helps tax
executives and CFOs jumpstart
change and focus, prioritize, and
mobilize – focus on their vision for the
department, prioritize opportunities
for improvement, and mobilize around
initiatives to create value for the
organization.
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Tax Technology Solutions
Execute
There are many options in the marketplace today for tax-specific technologies.
Seeing how they integrate with your company’s other systems and processes –
before you make the investment – may save time and money. Also, seeing how
different applications perform in a lab setting offers valuable insights into how the
applications might perform in your organization’s unique environment. We can assist
you with review and improvement of:
• Alternative prototyping
• Software application demos
• Executive dashboards
• Solution interdependencies
• Technology analyses across your enterprise
• Automated and streamlined data collection
• Workflow management
• Data access and quality
• Tax risk and data management
• Process and resource management
• Tax planning
The default for most companies is to invest in implementing new generations of
tax provision and compliance software. Yet issues often persist in data access and
quality at the level of tax adjustments and calculations, where significant value may
be overlooked. We can help you pursue the right balance of investments in new
technology, data, and process improvements, making it easier to address regulatory
requirements and capture a higher return on investment.
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Our tax technology and
process “sandbox”
Deloitte’s Global Tax Nerve CenterTM
provides a cloud computing
environment for exploring possible
ways to shorten the time and reduce
the costs required for making tax
technologies operable. Tax executives
and teams join Deloitte specialists in
a rapid tax application assessment
for the tax lifecycle, from record to
report to:

• Model how different tax
technologies might integrate with
your company’s other information
systems.
• Test different applications with
live data from your business to
understand how they perform.
• Compare different tax technology
implementation service providers.

• Understand strengths and
weaknesses of different tax
technologies.
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Tax Analytics
Analyze and predict
How can you gain more transparency into your organization’s data for tax
purposes and, in turn, provide your stakeholders with critical business-planning
tax information? Deloitte can help you explore the “art of the possible” through tax
analytics – analyzing your organization’s data to identify patterns, uncover anomalies,
and create potential value. Using tax analytics, your organization may be able to perform
tax benchmarking, trend analysis, and predictive analysis to gain deeper insights into tax
processes and profiles.
Analytics allows you to change your mindset from “what I need to do” to “what I need to
know,” using enterprise data as the foundation for tax and finance decisions. Technology
is essential to capturing and storing data and maintaining its integrity. Technology
together with refined processes and policies enable you to harness your data and systems
to improve efficiency and consistency. We can show you how tax analytics helps:
• Gain a forward looking perspective
• Discover and simulate data
• Predict what may happen and better understand what did happen
• Estimate the sensitivity of successful outcomes on changes to facts and circumstances
• Establish and use key performance predictors rather than just key performance indicators
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Out front, leading our
clients through change
For nearly a decade, Deloitte has
observed the growing momentum
to transform the tax function.
During that time and in anticipation
of the types of tax transformation
businesses are now undertaking,
we have been evolving our own
organizational structure, building our
resources, preparing our people, and
strengthening our alliances. We are
intent on leading our clients through
whatever change they’re dealing with,
helping them pursue their business
objectives with the highest quality
and integrity. Our tax-technical,
technology, and management
consulting specialists find innovative
ways to help tax departments
uncover insights and solutions for
navigating an increasingly complex
global environment. In this way,
we are helping tax departments
have a greater impact within their
organizations.

For more information visit www.deloitte.com/us/taxtransformation
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